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Neutrinos in Clockwork

• We extend the Standard Model with n left-handed and n + 1 right-
handed chiral fermions, singlets under the Standard Model gauge
group, which we denote as ψLi(i = 0, ..., n − 1) and ψRi(i = 0, ..., n)
respectively.

• The Lagrangian of the model reads:

• LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian, LClockwork is the part of the
Lagrangian involving only the new fermion singlets, and Lint is the
interaction term of the new fields with the Standard Model fields

←       The Standard Model only couples to the last site 
of   the fermionic clockwork, therefore,



• In full generality, the clockwork Lagrangian can be 

cast as:

• where Lkin denotes the kinetic term for all fermions, 
and m, m0 and ML,R are mass parameters. Denoting Ψ 
= (ψL0, ψL1, ...ψLn−1, ψc

R0 , ψc
R1 , ..., ψc

Rn)

• The clockwork Lagrangian can be written in the 

compact form: →



• We assume for simplicity universal Dirac masses, Majorana

masses and nearest neighbor interactions, namely mi = m,

m´i = mq, MRi = MLi = for all i.

Under this assumption, the mass matrix reads:



• which has eigen values Mk given by:

with λk defined as



• The mass eigenstates, are related to the 
interaction eigenstates Ψj by the unitary 
transformation U, namely 

The matrix U can be explicitly calculated, the 
result being   





• The interaction Lagrangian of the clockwork fields

to the Standard Model fields, can now be recast in

terms of mass eigenstates:



• The components (uR)n and (UR)np, which describe the

fraction of the nth “gear” in the zero mode, will play a major

role in the phenomenology, as they parametrize the portal

strength between the Standard Model sector and the clockwork

sector. After electroweak symmetry breaking new mass terms

arise which mix the Standard Model neutrino with the

clockwork fermions. The mass matrix of the 2n + 2 electrically

neutral fermion fields of the model reads:



Lepton Flavor Violation
• The clockwork mechanism suppresses the Yukawa

couplings for the zero mode, hence explaining the

smallness of neutrino masses.

• However the Yukawa couplings for the higher modes

are in general unsuppressed and can lead to

observable effects at low energies.

• In particular, the lepton flavor violation generically

present in the Yukawa couplings of the higher modes

contributes, through quantum effects induced by

clockwork fermions, to generate rare leptonic decays

(such as li → lj + γ) or µ-e conversion in nuclei, with

rates that could be at the reach of current or future

experiments if the gear masses are sufficiently low.



• We calculate the rate for li → lj + γ following. 
For N clockwork generations, we obtain:

where αem is the fine structure constant, nα is the number of gears in the
α-th generation,
Mα

k is the mass of the k-th mode in the α-th generation (k = 1, ..., nα), and
x α

k ≡ {Mα
k }2 /M W . The loop function F(x) is defined as



and has limits F (0) = 5/3 and F (∞) = 2/3.

Fig. 1 Predicted value of Br(µ → eγ) for points of the parameter space

reproducing the observed neutrino oscillation parameters, as a function of the

mass of the first clockwork gear.



Fig. 2 Predicted value of Br(τ → eγ) for points of the parameter space reproducing the

observed neutrino oscillation parameters, as a function of the mass of the first clockwork

gear.



Fig. 2 Predicted value of Br(τ → μγ) for points of the parameter space reproducing

the observed neutrino oscillation parameters, as a function of the mass of the first

clockwork gear.



• The current upper bound Br(µ → eγ) ≤ 4.2 × 10−13 from the

MEG experiment poses stringent constraints on the mass scale

of the clockwork. In Fig.1 we show the branching ratio

expected for points reproducing the measured neutrino

parameters, assuming two clockwork generations, as obtained

in the scan presented in section , as a function of the mass of

the first clockwork gear. It follows from the figure that the

clockwork gears must be larger than ∼ 15 TeV in order to

evade the experimental constraints, unless very fine

cancellations among all contributions to this process exist. For

a larger number of clockwork generations we expect even

stronger lower limits on the lightest gear mass, due to the

larger number of particles in the loop.




